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Introduction
Neu Baby is the Original Creators and Designers of the Baby Hair Tattoo.  
We are black owned and based in Los Angeles,  CA. 

Meticulously Hand-crafted “Neu Baby Hairs” are a Brilliant Innovation 
that gives you perfect baby hairs in a flash! Neu Baby hairs are tempo-
rary cosmetic tattoos that are perfectly sized and customizable to fit 
all head sizes.

Artistically prepared, they look so real no one will know its not your 
natural Hairline. Nobody’ gonna know!

Each design is made with defined hair strokes,  giving the impression 
of perfectly shaped baby hairs, with no edge gel or products needed.  
Even more amazing, with Neu Baby Hairs you never have to 
compromise on quality.

Neu Baby Hairs apply in only minutes.  With this magical product, you 
no longer have to worry about curled up or dried out edges! So throw 
your edge brush away girls! Our edges are fully water and sweat proof.
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Warrning Notice/Cease and Desist
Neu Baby launched in March 26th 2021 to Viral Response of 3.5 Million Views, as we debuted our Temporary 
Cosmetic Tattoos on Tik Tok, We soon gained mass exposure all across social media, and the entire world. We 
have been featured on the Shade Room twice as well Wendy Williams Show. With the success of our business 
many copycat brands large and small begin to market our copyright products, without our legal consent or 
permissions. We are our currently in legal disputes with largest of these brands who begin to mass produce our 
products and designs placing them in stores across the USA and Internationally. 

This letter is being written to warn you of unauthorized use of copyright protected products. We own a 
provisional patent with patent pending status for the Neu Baby Hair brand. Businesses and third parties that are 
carrying the exact product designs or similar products will be infringing on the intellectual property of the Neu 
Baby Hair brand. 

Companies are not authorized to sell or distribute Neu Baby Hair brand copyright protected products that will 
likely cause misrepresentation in relation with distribution, advertising, identification, and sales of our products 
or services. If this is done, you will be liable under federal registration laws, for the provisional patent currently 
with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Therefore, I have the right, including but not limited to, 
restrict, prevent or limit the use of my patent pending in order to protect it against any misrepresentation.

This letter serves as a warning. If you fail to comply with the aforementioned demand, you will be liable for future 
legal repercussions as a result of your infringement.

We ask for you your support and consideration in protecting Small and Minority business from the Corporate 
greed that attempts to capitalize and take advantage for profits and gains, by complying with the aforementioned 
request. We thank you and appreciate your Business.

Neu Baby



DESIGN 1

I’m So     Fancy
I’m so fancy, you already know, I’m 
in the fast lane from LA to Tokyo. 
This edgy style will having you feeling 
fancy in no time.



DESIGN 2

Sheila 
   Marie

Sheila Marie is inspired by our 
Creative Designer Nu Nu, 
a simple and elegant style.



DESIGN 3

  BabyLove
Baby ..we just know you will 
Love this design!



DESIGN 4

Swooped
How do we swoop our edges? 
By wearing Nue Baby Hairs 
of course! Want the perfect 
swoop? We have you covered! 
You betta Swoop!



DESIGN 5Your Edges Could Neva
Can you style you edges like this?....Your 
Edges Could Neva...makes it easy for you 
to achieve this precision in only minutes!



DESIGN 6

Princesz 
Leiah

Are you ready to feel like 
Princess? We have the perfect 
Crown for you!



DESIGN 7

Kehlani
Inspired by Singer Kehlani’s 
Raw and Edgy Style, this baby 
hair design, will leave others 
wondering how u get your edges 
so layed!



DESIGN 8

Ariel
Design inspired by Model Phfame. 



DESIGN 9

Aiko
Aiko is inspired by Singer Jhene 
Aiko’s , Iconic 33rd Birthday Look.



DESIGN 10

Joyjah
Inspired by baby hair 
Queen Joyjah’s  perfectly 
shaped edges.



DESIGN 11Queen
“A woman’s hair is her Crown 
and Glory”.  Hold your head 
high and wear your Crown 
proudly Queen!



DESIGN 12

Riri
RiRi in the color Red is available 
in the style of «I’m so Fancy» or 
«Sheila Marie».



DESIGN 13It’s Barbie betch
It’s Barbie Betch in the color 
Bubblegum Pink is available in the style 
of «I’m so Fancy» or «Sheila Marie».



DESIGN 14

Chocolate 
Drop

Chocolate Brown is available 
in the style of «I’m so Fancy» 
or «Sheila Marie»



DESIGN 15Bye Felicia
Bye Felicia in the color  Navy Blue 
is available in the style of «I’m so 
Fancy» or «Sheila Marie»



DESIGN 16

Purple 
Dragon

Purple Dragon is available in the 
style of «I’m so Fancy» 
or «Sheila Marie».



DESIGN 17

Shay Shay
Shay Shay in the color Turquoise 
is available online or by special 
request for wholesale orders.



DESIGN 18

Sour
Puss

Sour Puss in the color Neon Green 
is available online or by special 
request for wholesale orders.



DESIGN 19Sugar Baby
Sugar Bear in the color Honey 
is available in the style of «I’m 
so Fancy» or «Sheila Marie». 



DESIGN 20

Cardi
Cardi in the color Rainbow is 
available online or by special 
request for wholesale 
orders.



DESIGN 21

My lilPoniyanna
My Lil Poniyanna in the color Pastel 
Rainbow is available online or by 
special request for wholesale orders.



  Fluffy Baby 

Doll Lashes
100% Mink . Cruelty Free. 
The ultimate in luxury. Our mink lashes our meticulously 
hand-crafted, with customized from premium mink wool. 
They are super soft and light weight with a soft cotton band.

E-03: 20-25 mm



TA-224: 17-23 mm C-1:  20-25 mm

D-08: 15-22 mm D-09: 17-22 mm









Prices/Contact
For all Neu Baby Hair Cosmetic Tattoo 
wholesale orders, we offer a 50% off discount 
from our online Retail Base Price of $4 per 
sheet. Whole price: $2 per sheet. Our items 
come pre-packaged in packs of two sheets 
for a price of $4 per pack. Each sheet has one 
pair of baby hairs printed on it. Instructions 
are printed on the backside of the packaging. 

Our Lashes Retail for $12 per pack online, and 
we offer a wholesale discount of $4.50 per pack. 
To place a New Order, you can contact the 
Sales Representative who reached out to you 
directly by the email or phone number they 
have provided you with.  
 
In reference to the above chart, we only 
carry items (1 to 10) in Black , and Colors (1-1 
) (1-4) (1-6) (1-8) (1-9) (1-10) and ( 4-1 ) (4-4) 
(4-6) (4-8) (4-9) (4-10) in the style of «Sheila 
Marie and « I’m so Fancy « our two Top Selling 
Designs for wholesale, as In-Stock items 
ready to ship.  All other designs can be made 
in color as a customized order and require 
a 3 week wait/ship period. MOQ 50 Packs

Neu Baby

You can also email us directly at info@
itsneubaby.com, with your written order 
request. We will then create a customized 
invoice for you. Payment can be made 
directly thru the invoice. If you have a sales 
representative’s ID # please provide it along 
with your order as well as your shipping 
address.

For phone orders please call: (844) 940-
4157, Please leave a message stating you 
would like to place a wholesale order, and a 
representative will reach out to you to collect 
your order or answer any questions you may 
have within 24 hours.

All in stock items will ship within 3 days of 
order processing. Custom Orders require 
a 3-week ship/receive time frame.

We appreciate your support and you order! 
Please reach out to us with inquiry 
you may have!
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Contacts
itsneubaby.com 
Neu.baby 
Neu Baby 
Neu.baby


